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1. INTROOUCTI~N 
The nonlinear equation 
of Korteweg-de Vries is an integrable hamiltonian system; see Gardner [l] 
for the spatially periodic case and Zakharov and Faddeev [2] on the whole 
real axis. In particular, Kruskal, Gardner, and Miura [3] have constructed 
explicitly an infinite sequence of functionals F,(u) which are constant along 
solutions of Korteweg-de Vries. Gardner [ 11 has shown that the sequence of 
functionals F,(u) are also constant along solutions of the generalized 
equations 
au a 
ar = z G,(h) = K,&), m>l 
where 
G,(u) = u 
of Korteweg-cle Vries. 
This work concerns the initial value problem for (1) which is periodic in 
x. McKean, van Moerbeke, and Trubowitz [4,5] reduced (1) to an inverse 
spectral problem for periodic potentials. This led to a procedure for explicitly 
constructing a special class of solutions of (1) in terms of their intial data. 
The object of the present work is to give a different and more straightforward 
approach to the analysis of the initial value problem for the sequence of 
generalized Korteweg-de Vries equations. Temam [6], Sjoberg [7], and Kato 
[8] have carried out a similar study for Korteweg-de Vries, m = 2. 
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In the present work, we have shown that for each m, solutions of (1) exist 
for all time, are uniquely determined by their initial values, and that these 
values can be prescribed arbitrarily. To formulate this result more precisely, 
take n to be a nonnegative integer and let H,(S’) denote the classical 
Sobolev space with norm 
The main result can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM. For each M, if n > 2m - 1 and the initial datum g is an 
element of H,(S’) then there exists a global solution u(x, t) to (1) from 
H,(S’). Furthermore, for n 2 3m - 2, u(x, t) is uniquely determined by the 
initial data g. 
This result is established by first proving the existence of a unique global 
solution u~(x, t) to the initial value problem 
g = K,(u) + ~(-l)m+‘D*“u, O<v<l 
(2) 
u(x + 1, t) = u(x, t), U(& 0) = g(x). 
We reduce (2) to a problem of finding fixed points of completely continuous 
maps by considering the family of nonlinear problems 
$= SK,(U) + (-l)““(t(v - 1) + l)D%, O<?j<l 
(3) 
O<r<l 
and the related linear problem 
~=zK,(w) + (-l)“+‘(t(q - 1) $ 1) D*“‘u. (4) 
In what follows, the letters V, and IV, signify the set of functions on 
S’ x [0, T] with finite norms 
and 
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respectively. The norm in the space Lp(S1) is denoted by ( u IP. Let m’ > 2m. 
If w  E W,,,, there exists a global solution V(X, t) of (4) from V,, which is 
uniquely determined by its initial values. The problem (4) defines a nonlinear 
operator u7 = @(w’; 7), whose fixed points are solutions of (3). The fixed 
points of @ for r = 1 are solutions of (2). We apply the Leray-Schauder 
Theorem [9] in Section 3 to determine the fixed points of @. This requires 
the uniform boundedness of the norm of the solution u’(x, t) of (3) in the 
space Wmc. In Section 2 we give an apriori bound for solutions of (3) from 
V,,. We show in Section 3, that the solution u~(x, t) of (2) converges to a 
solution of (1). In Section 4, we show that solutions of (1) are uniquely 
determined by their initial values. 
2. THE A PRIORI BOUND 
The applicability of Leray-Schauder depends upon the uniform boun- 
dedness in the norm of W,,,, of all solutions U’ of (3). The following 
relationship among the norms ( u I0 = ] u (, ] D’v (, 1 D”v (, and (D/v Ip are used to 
obtain the a priori bound. 
It is known that for ZJ E H,(S’), and integers k and I that 
ID%\ < IDku(“k It~l’-“~, 1 <l<k<n. 
To relate the norms ] u 1, ) D”v ], and ] D’v IP we need the following: 
(5) 
LEMMA 1. IfvEH,(S’) andp&2, then 
(6) 
Proof. Write 
IDv(x)(~ = ~Du(x)~2(~Dv(x))2)p-2’2. 
Since the integral of Du(x) over a period vanishes, there is an x0 E [0, 1 ] for 
which 
1 ’ D(Dv(x))* dx = (Du(x))*. x0 
Use this identity and Schwarz’s inequality to obtain 
jDv(x))” < IDu(x)J* (21’ odium JDv(x), dx)‘-“* 
0 
c$ (Dv(x)~*(2~D*u( (Dv\)~-*‘~. 
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Integrate in x, and combine terms to find 
Now use (5) with I = 1 and k = 2 to produce the required inequality. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
If u E H,(S’), then (5) and (6) give the inequality 
JD$$,,< 2p-2’zp (DkvlA Iu)~-’ (7) 
where A= (I + l/2 - l/p)/k and 1 < 1 < k ,< n. The inequality 
Iv(p< C{IDkU((l/Z-llP)/k jU(‘k-U2+l/PVk + Iv[}, k<n (74 
where the constant c is independent of p is obtained as follows: for 
v’ E I-I,@‘) which satisfies J’A v’dx = 0 proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1 
to establish 
and then set v’ = v - jt udx and apply (5) to find (7a). The inequality (7), 
(7a) is a special case of a more general theorem by Nirenberg [IO] and 
Gagliardo [ 111. The proof of their theorem is more difftcult. 
We now give the apriori bound for solutions u’(x, t) of (3) in: 
LEMMA 2. Let m’ > 2m. If uz(x, t) is a solution from V,,,, of (3), then 
dt and )I~OT ](UT(f)(]~+,, dt + esst;;up Ilu’(t)ll~, (8) 
are estimated from above by a constant depending only on ) g I,,, , and T < co ; 
most importantly it is independent of 5. 
Proof We first consider the case 0 < 1< m. Begin with a solution u(x, t) 
from V,,, multiply (3) by G[+,(u) and integrating in x and t we obtain 
i,Orl;$GI,(Y)dx+(-l)m(l +t(q- l))j;/;D’“uG,+,(u)dx=O; (9) 
we have used Gardner’s [3] identity 
s 
1 
0 
G,(v) -$ Gk(v) dx = 0 
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where k and 1 are nonnegative integers and v is a smooth periodic function. 
Introduce fr(u) through the identity 
The first four are: 
G,(u) = u f,(u,=~u2 
G,(u) = u2 + u,, 
Gj(u) = u3 + 31.4: + 6uu,, + + u,,,, 
f2(u)=fu3-+u: 
4 
G4(u) = u4 + 122~; + 12u2u,, u4 - 3uu: + 7 u:, 
+~~~u~~+~u~u~~~+~uu*~*~} fn( )= -6uz ~+36uu2 xx 5 5 
108 * 2 + D% 108 z 
35 -37 xxx * 
Gardner, Kruskal, and Miura [3] have shown each term inf[(u) to be of the 
form njli (D’u)“j, where Cf;i (1 +j/2) nj = I + 1 for integer nj. It follows 
that 
J(U) = (D1-1u)2 + (D’-2u)2u + aD’-‘u + bDib2u + c 
up to inessential constants, and a, b, c are polynomials in u and its 
derivatives up to order f - 3. Write 
G,(u) = D 2’-2u t G;(u), fi, 1(u) = (--~)‘(D’u)~ +f;+ Au> 
substitute into (9), integrate by parts, and then integrate the resulting 
expression in t to obtain 
j;(D’u)‘dx+(l +z(q- l))jO~j~(Dm+~u)‘dxdt=(-l)‘]j:S,,,(g)dx 
- j;f;+,(u)dx-(1 +z(q- l))jTj’D’+“‘uDm--IG;+,(u)dxdt/ . (10) 
0 0 
We transform (10) as follows: 
1. I=0 
Since G;(u) = 0 andf;(u) = 0, (10) becomes 
lW12 + vjoT IDmW12 dt G c(ll sib 
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2. I= 1 
With G;(u) = u’, the bound involving Dit IUD”-‘u* in (10) is developed 
by first noting that for I, + I, = m - 1 and I,, I, f 0 
II 
T ‘ID”+’ uD’%D’b (dxdt 
0 0 
,< c 1 oT (Dm+‘u(t)(‘+adt, O<a<l 
and for I, + I, = m - 1, and I, or 1, = 0 
uD’1uD’2u 1 dxdt 
< ‘lDmtl 
I @>I l@>L, ID”-‘WlJ dt 0 
Gc 9TP I m+1~(t)({~Dm+‘~(t)~1’4(m+‘)~ ~(t)((~+~‘~)‘(~+‘) + lu(t)l} 
x iID m+‘U(t)l (m-3/4)l(m+l) ~U(t)~(7/4v(m+l)}] dt 
<c 1’ ~~D”t’u(t)~(~D”+‘u(t)~“4’“+” +c) 
‘0 
x {ID m+ ‘u(t)l 
(m-3/4)/(m+l) cjl dt 
where we have used (7), (7a) and Young’s inequality. The remaining term in 
(10) involvesf;(u) = u3/3. Use (7a) to obtain the estimate 
I 1~U(3~~~I~l~I~12~~l~l~ 0 
,<c(c,lul+~lD~l) 
,< c + +lDul*. 
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Combined we have established 
Choose E = $ and rearrange to obtain 
PWl* t ~joTl~~+‘U(t)l’d~$~(i( slid 
3. 1=2 
With G;(u) = u3 + 3(u,)’ t 6uu,, the bound for (9) involves the following 
estimates: 
For 1, + I, = m 
T 1 
II 0 oID 
m + 2uD’1uD’2u 1 dxdt 
for I, + I, + I, = m - 2 
uD’%D~~uD’~u ) dxdt 
G I oT iID 
m+2~(t)J lD”u(t)l,}D’%(t)(, (D’3u(t)j,) dt 
<cc+ E 
where we have used (71, (7a) and proceeded as in the preceding section. 
With f;(u) = ju4 - 3uuz, we estimate the remaining term in (10) by first 
noting that 
i 
1 
u4dx<lu(2,(u12<c 
0 
I ‘Iuu:Jdx~lu(,Ju,J’~c. 0 
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Combining we obtain 
(D2u(t)12+ (1 +t(q- 1))jorjD”+2U(t)jfdt 
< c + ~(1 + r(n - 1))j.r (Dm+2~(t)12 dt. 
With E = $ we find 
ID2u(t)12 + r Jo’ Pm+’ WI* dt < 41 gild 
4. l<m 
The bound for (10) involves Dmt’uDm-‘G;+ r(u). Each term in G;(u) has 
weight I, and the weight of a term is defined as the sum of the weights of its 
factors, and the weight of D’u is 1 + r/2. Thus 
I-1 l-2 
G;+,(u) = 1 arD2’-2-ru + 1 b,D’u 
r=O i-=0 
(11) 
where a, and b, are polynomials in u and its derivatives up to order r which 
depends on 1. Estimation of Dm+‘uDm-’ G;, r(u) involves estimates of the 
type 
where 1, + 1, + a.* + I, = m + 1 + 2( 1 - r). By (7), (7a) 
(D~ju(t)(2~~~IDmt~U(t)l(~jf1/2--1/2~)lmt~lu(t)l1-(1j+1/2--1/2r)/(m+I) 
< CID mtlU(t)yjt l/2-1/2r)/m+/ 
Iu(t)l,,< CIDmtlu(t)J(1/*-1/*r)/m+IJu(t)J1-(1/2-1/2r)/(m+l) + lq)l 
<CID m + ‘u(t) 1 (l/2-l/*rVm+l + c. 
Combine these estimates and proceed as before to obtain 
. ..D’ruldxdt<c.+c 
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Recall that 
f;+l(u) = (D+)2u + U’D’U + b’D)-‘U + c’ 
up to inessential constants, and a’, b’, c’ are polynomials in u and its 
derivatives up to order 1 - 2. Since ID’u(x, t)\ is bounded independently of x 
and t for O<r<l- 2, and ID’-‘u(t)\ is bounded independently of t, we 
have 
Combined, the bound for (10) is 
$lD’u(t)l’ + (1 + r(q - 1)) jTIDm+‘u(t)(’ dt 
0 
,<c,+c(l +r(q- l))joT\Dm+‘u(t)~2 dt 
which for E = t becomes 
ID’W2 + (1 + t(r - I)) joT IDm++4)12 dt < 41 sll,). 
5. m+lQI<m’ 
Begin with a solution u of (3), use (1 l), integration by parts, and previous 
bounds to find 
ID’u(t)12 + (1 + r(q - l))loT JDr+mu(t)J2 dt 
D2”ub,D’u (dxdt 
+ I-(F”,,,, {~D~+m-1ua,+,~,D2mu~ 
r=o 00 
+P ~+m-lUa,~m+l-l-rUJ~ &dt 
D2muapD2c’-1’-‘udxdt . 
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We develop the bound for the additional terms as follows: 
O,<r,<l-(m+l) 
Ii 
F ’ (ID/+& UU~-~-~D~~U~ + ID’+m-l~a,Dm+‘-l-r~(} dxdt 
‘0 0 
< ess . sup ILZ,-,-,(U)~(~ JD’+m-l~(t)J ~D”“u(t)( dt 
X.f 0 
< c(llu(t)ll,-,) JjC JC 
0 0 
+ c(,,u(t),,,+ J Jp Jm. 
jD2muarD2(f-‘)r) dxdt 
r=l- 1 
This term involves a,-,D’-‘u. Since the weight of each term in G;, , is 
1 + 1, we can write a,- I(~) = D’-‘u + a,-,(u). Integrate by parts to give 
607/54/l-3 
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Ii J T ’ {D*“‘u(D’-Iu)* + D*‘%z,-jD’-‘~} dxdt 0 0 
< ii 
’ ’ ID’-*u(D’uD*“k + D’-‘uDZm+‘u)J dxdt 
0 0 
+ loTjd lD*mua ,Ju) D’-‘u ldxdt 
<ess;suplD’2ul(T{1D’u(t)I ID*“‘u(t)l 
0 
+ (D’-%(t)/ ~D*“+‘u(t)() dt 
+ ess; ;up lar-3(u)l(T \D*“‘u(t)) ID’-%(t)1 dt 
0 
G c(lt~(k,(‘~ID’4t)I ID*‘W)l 
0 
+ (D’-‘u(t)1 (D*‘“+’ u(t)\ + lD’“u(t)I ID’-‘u(t)\) dt. 
Combining, we have by (7), (7a) and previous bounds the estimate 
lD’~Wl* + vjoT ID’+“Wl* dt< 41 gllr>. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3. EXISTENCE 
We prove first the existence of a global solution to the initial value 
problem (1). This is established by reducing (2) to a problem of finding fixed 
points with respect to completely continuous transformations. We then prove 
that the solution u”(x, t) of (2) converges to the solution of (1). The proof 
will be based on a series of lemmas for which we need the following 
compactness result and extimates for the linear problem (4). 
We prove first that a set of functions which is bounded in the norm of V, 
is compact in the space W,. 
LEMMA 3. Let n be an integer >I. Let u’ be a sequence which is 
bounded in V,,. Then there exists a subsequence ul’ which converges in W,. 
Proof The proof falls into three parts. 
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Item 1. By (5), (7a) and Young’s inequality 
The boundedness of the sequence in V,, gives 
after adjusting E. For At > 0, write 
in terms of the average 
uAr(t) =; f’+” u(s) ds. 
‘I 
Use the bound for &/at in L,([O, Tj, H) to establish 
1 
j’ ( frtAr (u(t) - u(s)) ds)’ dx 
TV0 -/ 
< ;j; jtf+” (u(t) - u(s))* dsdx 
=$j; jtftA’ (-j$r,dr)‘dsdx 
<$jolj~f+Af@-t]jor ($))‘drdsdx 
dxdt < cdt, 
and combine with the previous inequality to find 
ess . sup Ilu’(t)ll~- I ,< E + cAt t ess * sup (l&(t)li2. 
t$T tST 
(12) 
We next show that for fixed At > 0 there is a subsequence u:,(t) which 
converges in C([O, T], H). For fixed At > 0, ufrr E C([O, T], H). The 
derivative bound 
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(Du’(s))* dsdx 
(Du’)’ dxdt 
shows that uft is bounded in C([O, T], H’). By Rellich, for each t E [0, T], 
the closure of the set (u;,(t)] is compact in H. By the estimate 
IDu;,(t + dt) - Du;,(t)I* =& j; 1 (jt;,4”” - jtttAt) Du’ ds! * dx 
Du’(s) ds * dx 
t+st 
< 2(h) l T 
‘020 0 SI 
(Du’(s))* dsdx 
the set of functions (Us,} is equicontinuous as functions from [0, T] into 
H,, so also as functions from [0, T] into H. By Arzela’s theorem, for each 
fixed At > 0, there is a subsequence u&(t) which converges in C([O, T], H). 
Combined with (12) this gives 
7 
bra, ess - sup IIu”(t) - ~~‘(t)l(~-r <CAL 
f<T 
(13) 
Item 2. Apply Young’s inequality to (5), integrate in t, and use the 
bound for U’ in L*([O, T], H,,,) to obtain 
< E + cejT ((u’(~)ll* dr. 
0 
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Proceed as in Item 1 to obtain 
35 
Item 3. By selecting a sequence of (At), -+ 0 in (13) and (14) and using a 
diagonalization argument we can select a subsequence u”’ which converges 
in W,,. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Returning to the initial value problem (1) we prove the existence of a 
solution to (1). The proof is based on the estimates for the solution of (4). 
LEMMA 4. Let m’ > 2m. Zf v(x, t) is a solution from V,,,, of (4), then 
1 r y 2dI+~;D~v~t~:~~C(Ill~lll~,,+lgl~~ 70 iI I 
$Yv(t)l’ + Ii,’ ID ~+mG)12 c-it G Cw411Wm~ + IglfL I<m’ 
where the c depends on /l)w)/jWm,. 
Proof: Begin with a solution v(x, t) from V,,, multiply the equation by 
v(x, t), and integrate in x to obtain 
+v(t)/‘+(l +s(rl- l))j;lDmv(t)12dt 
Apply Gronwall to 
~v(t)l’Q~g~2+~oT~v(t)~2dt+~o~~~K:dxdt 
to find 
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Combined with the previous estimate this gives 
~~v(t)l'+~j~(D~V(t)l'dtQ~(e'+l) jjfj1K;dxdr+lg12~ 
0 0 
where we have used (11) and standard estimates. 
To establish the second inequality of the lemma, multiply (4) with &/at, 
integrate in x and in t to find 
T au(t) * 
j l-i 
dt + (1 + +I - 1)) p”v(t)\2 
0 at 2 
T ‘ihI 
=t 
II o o -j$ndX~~ 
+ (1 t Ql- 1)) p?lg)2 
2 
Rearranging gives the second inequality of the lemma. 
The final estimate is obtained by first taking D’ of (4), multiplying by 
D’v, and integrating in x and t to obtain 
+@)I2 + v joT ID r+mv(t)12 dt < 1’1’ D’vD”+‘G,(w)dxdt + 
0 0 
fiDigi1. 
We use (1 l), integration by parts and (7) to develop the bound for the 
remaining term. 
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<E 
I 
oT JD’+“%(t)12 df + c,j’ Iv(t)12 dt 
0 
X J joT ~D2(m-2)-‘~(~),2 dr 
<& oTID/+- 
i v(t)12 dr + c, j’ [v(t)12 dt -0 
D 2’+‘vb,D’wdxdt 
4c+cVoT1D’imv(i)j2di f 
+ ccjor WI2 df + c lllwlIIwm,. 
I>m-1 
D’+“‘vD’+“‘-‘wdxdt 
O,<r,<m-2 
< cjor ID’+“’ WI2 dt + c Ill4Ilw,~. 
D 21+ 1varD2(m-2)-r wdxdt 
T I = 
ID D’tmvD’-m+l(ar(w) D2(m-2)rw)dxdt 0 0 
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where we have used the identity am-r(~)= D”-‘w + amm4(w) from 
Section 5. 
O<r<m-3 
T  1 
I lb = D’+%D’-“‘+‘(b,D’w)dxdt 0 0 
<E oTID’+m 
1 WI2 dt + c IIl4llw,~~ 
Combine, use previous estimates, and choose E to find 
+ID’v(l)l’ + q jOT JD’+m WI2 dt G 4III4llw,. + I cd,>* 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of theorem. Let m’ > 2m. Consider the q-dependent initial data g” 
in (2) with g” E H,, and g” converging to the data g of (1) in H,,. Then g” 
is bounded independently of q in H,, . The existence proof for (1) is based 
on reducing (2) to a problem of finding fixed points with respect to 
completely continuous transformations. Begin with the family of nonlinear 
problems (3) and the related linear problem (4). If w  E W,,,,, then it is 
known that a solution u(x, t) of (4) exists, is unique, and belongs to V,(. 
This defines a nonlinear operator u = @(w; t), which for each r E [0, l] and 
w  E W,,,, determines the solution to (4). In determining fixed points of 
@(w; r) we apply the Leray-Schauder theorem [9]. 
Consider @(w; r) on the set .M of W,, consisting of functions w  E W,,,, 
satisfying the inequalities (8) with the bound increased by adding the positive 
number E > 0. We will verify that @(w; r) on J x [0, l] is a) continuous in 
w, uniformly in r, b) continuous in r, uniformly in w, c) completely 
continuous on A x [0, 11. We also show that all fixed points uT of the map 
lie strictly in the interior of the set A and that w  - @(w; 0) has nonzero 
degree. We then apply Leray-Schauder for existence of fixed points of 0. 
Step 1. @(w; r) is continuous with respect to w  in W,,, ,, uniformly in 
r E [0, 11. Begin with two elements w’ and w” from A so that v’ = @(w’; T) 
and U” = @(w”, r). From (4), we have with u = v’ - u” 
$ + (-l)m[ 1 + (r - 1) r] DZmv = r[K,(w’) -K,(w”)] = tdK,(w) 
and V(X, 0) = 0. From (11) 
K,(W) = $ G,(w) = ‘2’ d,.(w) D’w + D2*-lw 
*=1 
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up to inessential constants, where d(w) is a polynomial in w  and its 
derivatives up to order m - 2. With w  = w’ - w” 
2m--3 
AK, = 1 (d,(w’) D’w + [d,(w’) - d,(w”)] D’w”} + D”‘-lw. 
r=1 
Proceed as in Lemma 4 and obtain 
rlu(f)(2+~j.TlDm~(~)12dl,<~(e’+ l)jrj’(AKm)‘dxdf 
0 0 0 
1 T al(t) 2 
(15) 
lo Bt 
j /--I ++~D%(t)~2~~(T(‘(AK,)2dxdf 
0 “0 
where u = U’ - 0”. The bound for AK, in L’([O, T],L’) is obtained as 
follows: 
(‘il Id,(w’) Drw(’ dxdt< ess; ;up Idr(w’)12 jr lDrw(t)[’ dt 
-0 0 0 
< c 
1 
.I- 1 Drw(t) I2 dt, l,<r<2m-3 
0 
j(a,(w’) - a,(~“)) D’w”Jdxdt 
< ess . sup ]a,.(~‘) - a,.(~“))~ Jr JD’w”(t)I’ dt 
x.1 0 
< ess; ;up ]a,(~‘) - a,(~“)1 c, l<r<m-2 
ea4vm 
since w’, w” E A. Combining, we have established 
1^1 T 11AK,12d~~~~cIllwlllw,.~ 0 0 
Begin with the equations (4) for u = V’ - u”, multiply by D2’v, use (11) in 
AK,,, and proceed as in Lemma 4 to establish 
lD’W12 + vloT ID ‘+“W12 dt< c IIlwlIlw,,/ 
This now gives the result. 
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Sfep 2. @(IV; r) is continuous in r, uniformly in w  on J x [0, 11. With 
~~~~~ = @(w; r + dr), V’ = @(w; t), and v = u’+~’ - u* we obtain using (4) 
g + (-l)“(l + r(q - 1)) PU 
=Az{K,(w) + (1 - q)(-l)9Pu=+A~). 
Multiply by v and integrate in x and t to find 
(16) 
Use the previous uniform bounds of Lemma 4 to obtain 
Take D’ of (16), multiply by D’u and proceed as in Lemma 4 to find 
where we have used the uniform bounds of Lemma 4. A similar calculation 
involves multiplying (16) by h/at and proceeding by standard estimates to 
find 
J/ I oT g(t) ' + r ~D*u(t)(* < cAt. 
Combining gives 
IIt4ll~,,~ G CAT 
and the result. 
Step 3. @ on J is completely continuous. The preceding steps show @ 
to be continuous at every point in A x [0, 11. By Lemma 4, @(w; T) for 
each r E [0, I] maps a set J in W,,,, into a set {u } with 
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where c is independent of r. From Lemma 3, a set of functions which is 
bounded in the norm of V,, is compact in the space W,,,, . Thus, @ maps an 
arbitrary set (w; r) in W,, x [0, 1 ] into a set that is compact in W,,, ,. This 
shows that the set of values of @(w; r) on A x [0, l] is compact. 
Step 4. Fixed points U’ lie strictly in the interior of the set A. The 
apriori bounds for (3) in Lemma 2, and the definition of A show that all 
fixed points u’ of @ lie strictly in the interior of the set .A. 
Step 5. w - @(w; 0) has nonzero degree. For r = 0, @ maps AY into a 
single point II, the unique solution to au/at = (-l)mt1D2mv. Thus, 
w  - @(w; 0) is invertible and has nonvanishing degree. 
The application of Leray-Schauder gives for each r E [0, 1 ] the existence 
of at least one fixed point u’I(x, t) for @, which for r = 1 is a solution to (2). 
By a solution of (2) is meant a function u~(x, t) such that 
T duV(t) 2 
j/ I - 0 at dt + essf;;up lIuv(t)ll~, 
is bounded and zP(x, t) satisfies (2) with data gq. By Lemma 2, the bound 
depends only on (1 gV ]Jm,. Since g” converges to g in H,,,,, gn is bounded 
independently of q in H,, . Thus the preceding bound for the solution is 
independent of q. We now discuss the convergence of u”(x, t) to a solution 
u(x, t) of (1). First consider the case m’ = 2m. The preceding estimate shows 
that uV is bounded in L”O([O, T], H,,) and u: is bounded in L’([O, T],L,). 
The bound is independent of q. By Lemma 3, weak compactness of bounded 
sets in L’([O, T], L2), and a diagonalization argument, we can select a subse- 
quence u” converging in L”O( [0, T], H,, _ i) to some function u and uy 
converging in L’([O, T], L2) to u. In view of (2), this implies that K,(u”) 
converges in L “( [0, ZJ, H,,- J to K,(u) and that u = au/at. It follows that 
u(x, t) is a solution of (1) and u(x, 0) = g(x) since u”(x, 0) = g”(x) -+g 
strongly in Hzm. 
This solution has the additional regularity that u E L”O([O, T], H,,). Let 4 
be infinitely differentiable and of compact support and consider (un(t), 4(t)), 
where (, ) is the pairing of H,,,, and H-,,. Let ]I ]I-,,,, be the norm of H-,,. 
Using the apriori bound of (g), we find 
/I ‘(u”(t),P(t))dt j ~~~~~;~~~ll~“~~~l(,~joTIld~~~ll-,~~f 0 
< c oT I~(t)l-,~ dt.s 
The convergence of u” to u in Lm([O, T], L*) gives us the convergence of 
J’t(u”(t), q+(t)) dt to (t(u(t), 4(t)) dt. The previous estimate gives us 
u E L”([O, T], H,,). 
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The following bound shows that this solution exists for all time. It is 
known [ 1 ] that 
F,(u) =I’ {(D’-‘u)* + (D’-2u)*u + all’-‘24 + bD’-+4 + c} dx, 1) 1 
0 
up to inessential constants and a, b, c are polynomials in u and it derivatives 
up to order I- 3, is constant along solutions of (1). Use of F,(u) and 
standard estimates verifies that 
II WII, < cona 
where the constant is independent of t and depends only on (( g]],, . This 
completes the proof of existence. 
Combine this result with the uniqueness Lemma 5 to give the proof of the 
theorem. 
4. UNIQUENESS 
We prove here a uniqueness result for (1). 
LEMMA 5. For each m, bounded solutions u: [0, 0~)) -+ H, of (1) for 
n > 3m - 2 are uniquely determined by their initial data. 
Proof. Let u, V: [0, a)-, H, be bounded solutions of (1) with initial data 
g and h in H, for n > 3m - 2. By (l), the bound ess . supIGr J&,(t)] Q c for 
I< m - 2 follows. The proof falls into four parts. 
m=2 
Uniqueness for this case is proved in the usual way. With w  = u - u, (1) 
becomes 
wt - wxxx =wu,+w,u. 
Multiply by w  and integrating in x, we obtain 
1 
I 
’ a 
-T-- 0 at 
w’dx = 
after integrating by parts and using the fact that u, 
ess . SUP~,~ ] uX[ and ess . SUP~,~ [ v,( bounded, then 
1 
5 
’ a 
5 
1 
T-  0 a 
w’dx <c w* dx 
0 
v E H, for each t. With 
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and by Gronwall 
I w(t) I* < I g - h I* expW. 
Because g = h at t = 0, it follows that w  = 0 and hence u = u for all time. 
m=3 
The difference w  = u - v of two solutions of (1) with m = 3 satisfies 
; = 4G,(u) - G,(u)}, (17) 
where G3(u) = u3 - 324: + 6D(uu,) + (18/5) u,,,,. Multiply by W(X, t) and 
integrate in x to give 
I 
1 
I 
I 
wwt dx = - w,{w(u* t uv t u*) - 3w,(u, + u,) + 6D(wu, + VW,)) dx 
0 0 
- 6wXX(wu, + VW,)} dx. 
Integrate this expression in t, use the identity g = h at t = 0, and proceed by 
standard estimates to tind 
we have used (7), (7a) and the bounds for the solutions. Now multiplying 
(17) by G3(u) - G,(v) and integrate in x to find that 
- 3(uf - u:) + + D4w 
I 
dx 
vanishes. Integrate in t and transform each term as follows. 
(a) 16i,’ wt(u3 -v3)dxdt / 
ZZ wlw(u2 + uv + v’) dxdt 
=- 
I J 
; 1w’(u2+uv+v2~dx-~~~~~w2~~(u2+uu+v2)dxdt~ 
0 
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tb) ljoT1,’ ( 
6w,D(uu, - vu,) - 3w,(u: - u:)} dxdt 
= 
lj j 
“6 ( wl, wu, + uw,) + 3w, w,(u, + UJ dxdt 
0 0 
= 
/j j 
T ‘W w, ( w,u, + wu,,) + 3u, w; - 3w, w,(u, t u,)} dxdt 
0 0 
-3 ,,I {uw; t 2w,wu,} dx 
T = 
IJ j 
’ {-6u,D(w,w) t 324~: t 3(u, - u,) w;} dxdt 
0 0 
- 3 jol { uw: t 2w,wu,} dx 
Gc 
I 
tw(O? + tw&>12 +jT(lW12 + Iw,,W12WtI 
0 
where we have integrated by parts in x and in t and used the identity 
6wtw+, - 3wtw,(u, t u,) = 3(u, - u,) w: 
and bounds for the solution. Thus we obtain an estimate of the form 
iD2w(t)/’ <C iw(t)l’ t Iw,(t)\‘t j’ (jw(t))2 t jwX,(t)j2)dtl . 
0 
Apply (7), Young’s inequality, and combine with (18) to establish 
(D2W(t)(2 <c 
I 
+(t)12 + E IwAN + joT (IW>12 + IwxxWI’Wl 
Gc o~~I~~~~12~l~,~~~12~~~+~l~~~~~~12~ I 
Choose E = 4, and combine with (18) to find 
IW12 + Iw,@>12 Gc joT WO12 + I~x,W12)dt~ 
By Gronwall’s lemma there results the inequality 
IW12 + I%W12 GO* 
The result follows. 
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m=4 
With w=u-II, (1) gives 
where 
g = NG&) - G,(u)> 
G4(u) = u4 - 12~: + 12D(u2u,) + F u:, 
(19) 
Multiply (19) with w(x, t), integrate in x and in t, and bound each term as 
follows: 
/I j 
oT : w,(u4 - ?I”) dxdt / = I&j; w,w(u3 + u% + uv2 + u”) dxdt 1 
Gc oTl?r(wwt I 
G c I ,’ W,,,WIZ + IwWl’W 
T  1 
IJ j w,(D(u2u,) - uu: - D(u’u,) + uu:) dxdt 0 0 
T  1 
= 
/j j 
w,[D(w(u + v) u, + v’w,) - wu: - vw,(u, + ox)] dxdt 
0 0 
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where we have used (7) and the bounds for the solution. Thus 
Multiply (19) by G*(U) - G,(Y) and integrate in x and f to give 
s 
1 
wt{ G,(u) - G4(u)} dx = 0. 
0 
We transform each term as follows: 
(a) ii,‘j: w,(u4 - v4) dxdt 1 
= 
Ii 1 
oT ; w, w(u’ + u*u + uu* + u”) dxdt 
1 1 =- 
I J 2 0 
w”(u’ + u2u + uu* + u”) dx 
1 T’ -- 
2 II 
w2D,(u3 + U*Y + uu* f u’) dxdt 
0 0 
(b) /i’i’ [w,(uu:- UV:) + w,~(u*u, - u*v,)] dxdti 
0 0 
= +u’D,w: t w,w(u + Y) uX 
+ wtw,u(u, + u,) dxdt 
t I 
w,x w(u + v) u, + w, w,v(u, + v,) 
1 
- w2u,ut, - - w: D,u* 
2 
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=ctl~t~)IZ+I~,(~)12)+ ljrjl jwf~xjv(.,+u,)-(u tu)u,] 
0 0 
- + tDfw*>k + vx> u, + (u + v> %,I 
+ uID(w2u,) - + wf D,v* 
I I 
dxdt 
Gctb(t)i’t b,(t)l* +jrlw(t)12 dr) 
0 
T  1 
+ 
JJ I 0 0 
u,Dtw2 u,) - + w: D,v2 t w, w,(u(u, t vJ 
- (u t v) uX) 1 dxdt 
=4lWl* t l(w,tt)l* t jo~lw(t)‘d~j 
T  I t jj I 0 0 u,D(w2u,) - + (d;D, v2 - w,w,(uw,~ t wu,) dxdt 
Gc (IWI’ + Iw#)l* + joT IW>l’d~j 
t joF j; )uf(ww,u, t w*u,, - w:u)I dxdt 
-l-c i oT ~IW12 + I%xW12~ dt 
where we have integrated by parts, written U(U, $ v,) - (u + V) U, = 
- (UW, + WUJ, applied (7), and used the bound for the solution. 
(c) / I’j’ w,{u:, - v& t 2D2(uu,, - w,,)} dxdt ( 
0 0 
‘+‘I wxxk, + v,,) + 2wt,, wu,,l dxdt 
607/54/1 4 
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+ JOT 1’ ’ WtWxx(%x + u*.x - 2u,,) - U( w:, ( dxdt 
~c(lWl* + Iw&>l') + c j' {lWl* + Iw,,,W/*l dt 
~clw(~>l*+~lw,,(~)l* +cjoT Il~~~>l’+I~,~,~~>l’~~~ 
where we have used (7), Young’s inequality, and the bound for the solution. 
Thus 
I%xxv)l’ G Clwl* + E I%&)12 
+ c I,’ {lw(t)l’ + k&)(*} dt. (21) 
Choose E = j and use (20) to obtain 
09xx,Wl* <cjoT {IWl* + Iw,,,(~>l*I dt. 
Combined with (20) gives the estimate 
lWl* + bxxxWl* Gc joT {IWl* + hxxWl*~ df 
and by Gronwall’s lemma 
This gives the result. 
m 
Take the difference of two solutions u and u of (l), multiply by w  = u - v, 
and integrate to obtain 
1 
I 
1 a 
-F- 0 at 
w*dx = - I ’ w,{G,(u) - G,(v)} dx. (22) 0 
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G,(u) is the gradient of F;,(U) at u, and F,,,(U) has the form 
F*(u) = j’fm(u) dx9 
0 
where each term in f,(u) is of the form n,Y!!;’ (Dk)b with 
CJ’:ol (1 +j/2) Zj = m + 1 for integer lj > 0. It follows that 
f,(u) = (Dm-‘u)’ + (Dm-2~)2~ f uDm-‘u + bDm-*u + c 
up to inessential constants, and a, b, c are polynomials in u and its 
derivatives up to order m - 3. The terms (Dm-1~)2 and (Dm-*u)‘u of F, 
give D 2m-2~ and 2(-l)m-2Dm-2(~Dm-2~) + (D”-*u)*, respectively, in the 
gradient. The contributions in (22) are: 
: {2Dm-‘w(Dm-Zu~ - D”-*vu) + w,D*-*w(D~-~u + Dm-*v)} dxdt 
T  1 
ZZ II j {2Dm-‘wD”-‘wu + 2D”-‘~wD~-~v ‘0 0 
+ w,D”-*w(D’+*u + D”-*v)} dxdt 
~c!‘=(~w(t)~‘+~D--‘w(t)l’}dt. 
0 
In a similar fashion the remaining terms in (22) are estimated to give 
lw(t)l’< cj= {Iw(t)l* + ID”-‘w(t)\‘} dt. 
0 
(23) 
Next multiply the equation for the difference of two solutions u and v of (1) 
by G,(u) - G,(v) and integrate in x to obtain 
i 
1 
w,(G,(u) - G,(u)) dx = 0. 
0 
(24) 
From the preceding characterization of F,,, , each term off, is of the form 
&(D@(D*@ . . . (D*-‘+I 
where C?-ol (1 +j/2) lj = m + 1. The corresponding term in the gradient G, 
is 
~,~~~-‘(D~)‘I . . . (D’++-I - ~,D[&(D@’ . . . (Dm-‘+n-~l + . . . 
- (-l)*-‘lm-,D*-‘[~[o(D~)[’ . . . (Dm-‘+rl]. 
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We now estimate each term of G, in (24) as follows: Let Au = 
a(u) - a(u), zi = D,u and uj = Dju. 
(a) lj=O,j>, 1 
= WIW(Um+Um-‘u+ *** +uv”-‘+v”)dxdt 
1 1 
=- 
I 1 2 0 WZ(Urn t Um-lU + ." t l.4um-1 + vrn)dx 
w*D,(u” t urn-b+ .a. + UV~-~ +u”)dxdt 
<c Iw(t)12 tjTlw(r)l'dr~. 1 0 
(b) Ij=0,j>2 
The Zj = 0, j > 2 term in (24) is of the form 
J, =joTj; (lo&,Aufp-‘u:‘-lo~,DAujpu~~-‘)dxdl 
= 11 * ’ (1,~,Au~-‘u~ t E,ti,,Aufpu:I-‘)dxdt 0 0 
where we have integrated by parts in x. Use the identity 
Au,u, = (Au,) ul t v,Au, 
and 
Au’= u’ - v1 = (Au)(u’-’ + u’-*v + e.0 + uv’-* + Y’-‘) = Aup,-, (26) 
to write the integrand 
1 ,+ Auh-luh+l 00 0 1 ti, AuhuIl-l 11 01 
= Z,F+~{(A~~~-‘)uf’ + ~fp-‘(Au;~)} 
+ 21~i),{(Au$)~;L-1 + t&Au:‘-I)} 
= ~o~&op~o-* u:l + vy W&,-J 
+ Il~~{wop,,-~u:L-l t V$Wlj+,-2}. 
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Then 
J, = +j’j’ l~oW’o)2~,o-,d’ + ~~,(w,)*u~P~,-~} dxdt 
0 0 
+jIj’ {z,ti,w,2&’ P/,-I + Z~I.it,wopI,-,u:‘-‘} dxdt 
< + ' {z,w;P,o-,u:' + I, w:utp,,-2 
I j 0 
+ %%w,P,44 ‘,I-‘} dx / 
+ + j’ji Voa4(P,,-*49 + I, w:wfp PI,-2) 
+ 21, w. w,D,(p,,- ,u:l-I)} dxdt 
+ joTJy { 6Jow,(ZouIp-’ p/,-l - ~~P~,-~u:~-‘)} dxdt . 
Estimate using bounds for the solution to find 
< c{lw(t>J2 + IDw(t)I”} + c j’ {/w(t)/’ + JDw(t)J2} dt 
0 
+ JOT J”; { tiow,(Zou~-‘P,,-, - Z1pl,&‘-‘)} dxdtl. 
Use Z,Z, ti,w, z&l u:l-l - Z,Z, Go w1 u$-’ uilW1 = 0 to write the remaining 
term 
~ow,{Zoufp-‘pl~-, - Z1u:l-‘pl,-l} dxdt 
= ti0wl{z02$-‘(pl*-, -I&‘) 
Since 
+ z,u:‘-‘(z,u~-’ -pI,-l)} dxdt. (27) 
pl-, -/u’-’ = (1 -I) ul-1 + u/-zu + I.. + uu’-2 + u’-’ 
,uI-l -&I + u(u’-2 - P) + *. * + d-‘(?I - u) 
= (-Llu)p(u, u) = -wp(u, u) w-3) 
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and p,-, - Iv ‘-I = (du)p(u, v), where p(u, v) is a polynomial in u and v, 
(27) becomes 
- II^ : f (u,- v,){l,w:v’,o-‘p(u,,v,) t zIw,w,u:‘-‘p(u, v)} dxdt 
which is bounded by 
c i oT {lw(t)12 t lDw(t>l'] dt. 
Combined, we have established 
J, < c{lw(~>12 + [Dw(t)12} + c jr {Iw(t)l’ t lDw(t)l’} dr. 
0 
(c) lj=0,j>3 
From the preceding characterization of G,(u) with Cf=, (1 + j/2) Zj = 
m + 1, (24) involves terms of the type 
J, = j’ j1 (lo~oAu fp-‘u~u~ - l,tiODAufpu~-‘@ 
0 0 
+ f2~oD2Aufpu~~u~-‘) dxdt 
T 1 
= 
II 
(IotioAu~-lu~lu~ + Zl~lAu~u:‘-lu~ 
0 0 
+ E2ti2Aufpu$&‘} dxdt, 
where we have integrated by parts. Use (25,26) to write the integrand 
ZOtiO{(A&‘)u;~u~ + v$-‘(Au;~) & + vfp-‘v;l(A+)} 
t l,ti,{(Au’,) u f’u$ + &Au:‘-‘) ut + utpv~-‘(Au?)} 
+ 12ti2{(Aut) z&&’ + t&Au:‘) ut-’ + v$~f(Au~-I)] 
= 1,~o(wopl,~2u:~u:2 + vk-’ w,p,,-,u$ + v$-‘v:l w2pI,-,} 
+ ~l~,{woP~o-lu:L-' u:2 + u~w,p,,-2u~ t v$v:l-' w2p& 
+ ~2~2{~oP,04u:‘u:2-1 + v$wlJ+,&-’ + vIpv:l w2p12-2}. 
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Integration by parts in t and proceeding by standard estimates give 
J2 <c(lw(t)l’ + ID2w(t)12} + cjT {lw(t)12 + ID2w(t)12} dt 
0 
+ joTid 1 ~,w,u:2(1,2)~-‘p[,-1 - I$:‘-‘P&J 
+ J4)w2(104-‘4’p,*-, -I*Uf’U:2-‘p,g-1) 
+ tii), ~~vtp(l,u;‘-~p~,-, - l,pl,-, z&l)} dxdt . 
Use 10l,~Ow,u~-lu~l-‘u~ - I,l,tiOw,~$‘-lu~l-‘u~ = 0 and 
1 I ti w  u’~v’~-‘u~-~ - l,f,G1 w,u~v~~-‘u~-’ = 0 to write the first and last 
t&L Lf ‘the” kegrand, respectively, to find 
ti, w, u:z(Z,ufp-’ P/,-1 -b4’%,-J 
= (u, - u,) wlu:2(z,ulp-‘wlp(u1, u,) - 1,uy w,p(u, u)) 
3, w&1, uy P/,-I - GP,,-,W) 
=(u,,-uv,,)w2u~(--l~u:~-‘w2p(u2,u2)-I2u~-Lw*p(u~,u~)). 
The remaining term in the integrand with ff012~$-1 vilu?-’ becomes 
Now estimate, using the bounds for the solutions to establish 
J2 <c{lw(t)12 + ID’w(t)l’} + cjT (Iw(t)12 + lD’w(t)l’} dt. 
0 
(d) lj = O,j ~ 4 
For this case, (24) involves the term 
II 
T l {~,zO&&‘u:Iu~u:) - tior,Dd(ufPu:e4~U~) 
0 0 
+ tioZ2D2A(ufP~~u~-1u~) - 3,2,D3~(u~u:‘u~u~-‘)} dxdt 
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= 
‘i * l {~oloA(u~-‘u:‘u~u~) + ~ll,A(u’,u:‘-‘u~u~) 0 0 
+ ~J,A(#$4:‘#~-‘#~) + ti31,A(ufpu:‘u$4~-1)} dxdt. 
The integrand develops as foliows: 
lo~o(Au~-lu~~u~u~ + ~fp-~Au;‘u~u~ + v~-‘v~~Au~u~ 
i-v fp-‘v;~vtAu?) 
+ I, ~;,(Au’oou~- 1 z&’ + @Au:‘-’ u, u3 + v$v:,-’ AZ&:) (2 (3 
+ v$$-‘vt AZ&) 
+ l,~2(Aufpu;1u~-1 uy + v~PAu;~ u$-’ u? + vtpvl,l Au?-’ u$ 
t v$v? VP-l Au?) 
-I- l&(Au’, u~u$u$-’ + vfp Au$+u$-’ + vfpvy Au~u$-’ 
+ v$,~lvhAu~3- 1 
012 3 1. 
Use (25,26), integrate by parts in t, and estimate to find 
J, Wlw(t>12 t ID3w(t)12} t cl* {Iw(t)12 t lD’w(t)l’} dt 
0 
+ JOT s,’ 1 ~ow,(l,u~-‘p,,-, - llp,,-lu:‘-l) #:2U$ 
+ ~0w,(l0v~-‘v:1p,*-, - z*p~,-,u:luy) u$ 
+ b+ow3(lov~-1 f1 fl 12 I,-1 01 v2 R-1 - E3Pr,-144 u3 > 
+ i+‘w2(11v:I-’ PI,-, - z2P,*-*uy) v&J:) 
t ~,w#,v:~-’ v:2pI,-I - z3pI,-*u:2uy) u$ 
t 14, w,(I&’ p,,- 1 - l,p12m1 u:‘-‘) v$‘v:l} dxdt . 
Write 
10-l 1, 12 
~ow3(~ovo 
I, f2 I3- 1 
VlV2 PI,-1 - 4Pl,-Iul u2 u3 ) 
= Go w3(Zovo ‘elyv:2p,3-1 - 10V~-‘U:lU~pr,~l 
+ love 
I* [s-l ‘++:2p,3-1 - imp,,-,u:‘u* u, ) 
= ~ow3(10~~-‘p~I-1(u~u:2 -u:lu:2) 
+ u:‘u:2(loufp-1p13-1 - fJpI,-Iuy) 
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and proceed as before to establish 
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J, <c(lw(t)l’ + ID3~(t)(2} + cj’ {lw(t)12 + lD’w(t)I’} dt. 
0 
(e) The term 2(-l)m--2Dm-2 (uDmm2u) + (Dmm2u)’ of G,(u) in (24) 
gives 
T 1 
J,, = 
Ii J 
w,{2(-1)“-2D~-2(uD~-*w + wD”%) 
0 0 
+ (Dm-2w)(Dm-2u + D”-‘v)} dxdt 
T  1 
= 
ji J 
{uD,(D~-~w)* + 2Dm-2~1~D”-2v 
0 0 
+ w,D m-2~(Dm-2~ + Dm-‘v)} dxdt . 
Integrate by parts in I to find the estimate 
J4 <c(JD~-~w(~)(~ t Iw(t)12} +I” (ID”-‘w(t)l’ t jw(t)l’)dt 
0 
+ 1,‘j’ (u, - v,) Dm-2~(Dm-2~ f Dm-‘v - 2D”-‘v) 
! I 
dxdt 
< c{l w(t)12 + (Dm-2~(t))2] 
t c 
I 
oT {lw(t)12 t ID”-‘w(t)l’} df. 
Returning to (24) we take the term D”-‘w of G,(u) - G,(v) to one side 
of (24), and estimate the remaining terms as in the previous sections (a)-(e) 
to find 
JDm-1w(t)12<c jw(t)l’ + IDm-‘w(t)12 
I 
t joT (I w(t))’ t ID”-‘w(r)/‘) dt 
! 
<c,Iw(t)lZ tcIDm-1w(f)12 
t c J’ oT (Iw(t)12 + ID”-‘w(t)l’) df. 
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Choose E = t, combine with (23) to obtain 
(Drn-‘w(t)12 <cl’ (Iw(t)l’ + pm-‘W(t)(2) dt. 
0 
Together with (23) we have shown 
Iw(t)12 + pm-1W(t)J2 <rJoT(lw(r)12 +p”-‘w(t)~‘)dt. 
Gronwall’s lemma gives 
IW(t))* + JD”-‘W(t)l* < 0. 
This completes the proof. 
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